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ATTEMPTED BURGLARY CHARGED

Frosh Smashes Window
At Delta Zeta House
mother, said she did not know if
anything had been stolen.
Several times during the school
year, she said, persons have broken
Into the house. Cement blocks,
electrical fixtures, and shelves
-

By PETE WALLS

San Jose
1 21 -year -old
1,ite student who said he
a
j. jii,t "taking part in
(Point) stinit," was eliargby San Jose police With

Bias Plan on Ballot
’Illegal’ Says Parker

Don M. Platt and Joseph Gallo
swept four first places out of five
Charging that the refer.’ placed on the election ballot
from cupboard, lase been stolen, in the annual Phelan Literary endum discrimination am- illegally. Billy Gene Parker
she added.
Contest awards made last night in
The new two-story structure will Student Union. Both winners are endment to ASH by-laws was yesterday told the Spartan
house 58 women next fall. About
graduate students.
30 women will move Into the house
today, she explained.
The awards were as follows:
- Play: Don Platt and Tom Ca1 salegno, first; Don Platt, second;
James Witherell, third.
Essay: Don Platt, first and second; Tom Casalegno, third.
Short -story: Linley Jensen, first
and second; Joel Atkins, third;
Barbara Phelps, fourth.
The first half of the loan was
Sonnett:
Joseph Gallo, first;
canceled two and one-half years George W. Gianola, second; Diane
ago by the board. At last Tues- Burndin, third; Gianola, fourth.
day’s board meeting the second
Lyric: Joseph Gallo, first; Stehalf was deleted from the rec- fan’ Cecil, second, Gianola, third
ords.
and Gallo fourth.
"At that time the campus assoPrize money was distributed
ciation, which included Spartan thusly: first place, worth $60, seBook Store and Coop, was simply cond $30, third $20 and $10 for
lending ASB the money. Now the fourth. Platt and Gallo won seven
places in all out of 18 possible
Spartan Shops Board feels the loan
for a total of $140 for Platt and
sloes not need to be repaid and $130 for Gallo. There were 204
has canceled it."
entries in the contest

artan Shops
n s ASB Loan

aenipted burglary Of the
es Delta Zeta sorority
223 S. 11th St., early Thurs.
morning.
Daniel Francis Eggink, 475 E.
freshn Antonio St,, a limited
philosophy major, was booked
County Jail after he admitted
entered the building by smash,ga kitchen window, police said.
He said he was going to paint.
welcome" signs tor the Women
ho are moving Into the house
Eggink was arrested as he
diced down the driveway of the
use at 2:30 a.m. Pollee officers,
nswering a call from Paula Covey
the Alpha Phi sorority house
t 210 S. 10th St., immediately bend the new structure.
Covey told officers she
M
glass break and thought
someone was trying to get Into
the house.
Egginic, when first questioned,
siding to police, denied breakinto the house, but said he
e around to the rear of the
Ming to get a water ski belong.
to him.
But later, police said, he admit id he smashed the kitchen winOfficers said he had taped the
tidow with adhesive tape, aprently to muffle the sound of
asking glass.
When Eggink was booked, officers said, pollee found a roll
of adhesise tape on him. But
they could not find any materials with which Eggink could
point signs, they said.
Mrs. Rachel Cavell, DZ house-

Platt, Gallo
Overwhelm
Phelan Field

Spartan Shops, Inc., this week
canceled the second half of a $12,270 loan to the associated student
body of San Jose State.
William M. Felse, student affairs business manager, said the
loan was borrowed in 1956 to finance field lights /or Spartan Stadium.
Felse said the student body did
not have the necessary funds to
buy the lights so the sum was
transferred over from Spartan
Shops, Inc.
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First TV Operation
Success; Dog Happy
Dr. Robert E. Richter, assistant pi lessor of zoology, performed
the first operation on SJS closed circuit television yesterday afternoon
at 1:30.
The operation was done on a German shephard pup, in connection
with the Biology Department seminar, to show the techniques used
by a veterinary.
The nine -month -old pup underwent a spaying operation in the tele%ision center studios. The dog was
laid on a tilted table, causing the
viscera to flow down and away
from the incision.
A similar operation is planned
for May 18 for the Pre Med Society. All interested students may
see the operation done on a collie
pup at that meeting.
Dr. Richter narrated the operation while he worked. He explained
each step as it was performed. The
uterus was exposed and cut; he
showed the ovaries, and explained
what he was cutting and why.
The cameras were taking shots
straight at the operation and reflected from an overhead mirror.
The focus was good, and with the
exception of an arm or hand which
blocked the view from time to
time, all the moves Dr. Richter
made were clear.
Mrs. Terry Martin, director of
educational television, assisted Dr.
Richter during the operation. Dr.
Albert F. Ellis, professor of physiology, stood by with a respirator, and Mrs. Richter, Dr. Richter’s mother, administered ether
near the end of the operation
when the anesthetic began wearing off.
When Dr. Richter ended the operation, he said, "If the dog is not
kept in tomorrow, she will probably be chasing cattle at the
Instructional IV photo by David Cram
ranch where she lives."

Smile, You’re on TV

Dr. Robert Richter, assistant professor of zoology, performed the
first SJS closed circuit television operation yesterday from the
television center studio, Mrs. Terry Martin, of the TV center, assisted Dr. Richter during the spaying operation of a German
shepherd pup. "This type of demonstration could be used in
cl.tssris,’ said John W. Westfall, coordinator of the TV center.

raveside Rites
lanned Monday
or Sociologist
Graveside funeral services for
Heinz J. Graalfs, who apparntly took his own
life early
ednesday morning, will be in
dden Gate Cemetery in San
inn Monday at
2:30 P.M
Milton B. Rendahl, head of the
’,obey and Social Work Dertment, said Dr. Graalfs’
semiar in populations
will be taken
’er by Marion Boat, a research
nsultant to the San Mateo Coon
1’ Planning
Commission, and a
Peeialist in population
problems.
clayton Lane, from
Stanford.
te:ich hr. Graalfs’ other
lasses tor the
remainder of the
int Rendahl
said.
The
1,04 i s presently resting
Nlanaltaii Niortuary,
174 W. San
.,1105 St,

Police Hunt Armed
Man in San Jose Area

Fraternities
Get Fixtures
If Coop Quits
When the Coop closes, some of
its familiar furnishings will wind
up in local fraternity houses.
The recent Coop furnishings
sale was attended by many fraternities, local establishments and
businessmen, Mrs. Margaret Ramonde, Coop manager said. Phi
Sigma Kappa claimed a counter.
service unit, Pi Kappa Alpha a
steam table, and Theta Xi 33
chairs.
"None of the equipment has
been sold," explained William
Felse, student affairs business
manager. "We only have taken
a deposit on the items, contingent on whether Coop closes or
not."
He added that there was little
possibility of the Coop remaining
in operation after June.
Coop equipment remaining to
be sold includes an IBM clock,
tables, stools, refrigerators, a
$200 fountain unit, coffee urns,
cashier’s stand, menu boards and
59 chairs at $3 each.
With the fountain, 59 chairs,
sundry tables, stools and restaurant items yet to be sold, Mrs.
Ramonda said students and organizations may still make deposits
on the remaining equipment.

Mail Rate Hike?
WASHINGTON (UPI) The
administration asked Congress
yesterday to raise the cost of mailing a letter to a nickel to help
balance President Eisenhower’s
budget.

’UPI ROUNDUP

Puerto Rico
51st State?

An all-points bulletin sent Santa
Clara County sheriff’s deputies
searching yesterday for a Charles
Ledbetter, described as dangerous
and armed with a sawed-off shotgun, UPI reported.
The bulletin originated in Los
Angeles, where he is wanted for
armed robbery.
Police here had no description
of him other than that he was believed headed for East Palo Alto
and that he may he driving a 1951
green Mercury or a 1949 Ford station wagon.

Rep.
WASHINGTON (UPI)
(D-N.Y.) yesVictor L Antra
terday introduced legislation to
admit Puerto Rico as the 51st
state of the union.
Anfuso said in a prepared statement that Puerto Rico is of vital
strategic importance to the United
States and the entire Western
Hemisphere. He said the Caribbean island’s admission is "justified by its economic growth, adequacy of population, financial stability and increasing trade with
the United States."

Reed Literary Meg
Available: 35 Cents

AGE PROVES BEST
The Tunis
MOSCOW (UPI)
News Agency reported yesterday
that Mito Khubulov, 141 years old,
has won first place in a small’
caliber rifle shooting contest at
Tsinagari, the Caucasus village in
which he lives.
The agency said Khubutov, one
of the oldest men in the world,
entered the contest sponsored by

Reed, the campus literary magazine, is still on salo for 35 cents
In the Student Affairs Business
Office, TH16, and the English Office, HE26, said Dr. Robert Woodward, adviser.
Reed is featuring art as well
as short stories and poetry.

NO. 121 ,

the village’s young people, then
shot rings around all the other
contestants.
NEW DRUG FOUND
WASHINGTON’ UPT1A new
antibiotic designed to treat a variety of infections was described
here yesterday during a medical
symposium.
It is called "demethylchlortetracycline." Dr. Harry F. Dowling of
the University of Illinois College
of Medicine said the new drug
will he an improvement of anti"tetracycline"
the
biotics of
family.
THREE’S A CROWD
LONDON (UPI) The Earl of
DrogItega yesterday denied Hollywood reports that his suburban
house, where Marilyn Monroe
lived when she was here, will be
the honeymoon home of Elizabeth
Taylor and Eddie Fisher.

o ef or

Brubeck Here Wednesday
Amiable Dave Brubeck at the piano, backed by his rhythmic
quartet, will give a co.ncert Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Tickets, selling for $1.50 reserved and $1.25 general, still can be purchased in the Student Affairs Business Office,
THI6. The concert marks the second time a big name jazz group
will appear on campus this year under the sponsorship of the
Social Affairs Committee.

Kaucher Award
Goes to Stephens
/tarry Stephens, graduate speech
and drama major, yesterday won
the annual $50 Dorothy Kaucher
Oral Reading Award.
Stephens read "The Great Wide
World Over There" by Ray Bradbury. One of the few non -science
fiction works Bradbury has written, it is a story of the discovery
of the outside world by a young
country girl through answering
magazine advertisements.
Other finalists reading yesterday were Gilbert A. Gillespie,
Yvonne Jackson, Dan Knowles,
Jay Michelis and Joan Scott, all
in the drama department.
Emcee of the program was John
F. Snyder, last year’s winner, who
now is on the staff of a radio-TV
school in San Francisco.
Contest judges were Dr. Harold
Miller, head of the English De-

Daily he plans to file a formal complaint against the Student
Council.
Parker said he also has submitted the entire legal procedure
of his petition outlawing d’oicrlmination to a local attorney,
"I have asked him to determine
hi’ course for action to proceed
Arist the college, to enjoin- it
’on having relations with dlsi .minating student oraanlza,ns," Parker said.
Basis for Parker’s newest Stuit Council charge is Article
.111, Section 3, of the ASB Constitution which reads:
"By-laws may be passed, or
amended by a concurrence of a
two-thirds vote of the entire Student Council at a regular meeting,
provided the proposed change has
been presented at the previous
regular meeting."
Parker said: "Before the council could legally pass this measure
:,d place it on the referendum
ballot, as it did, if first would have
had to present the measure in
full at one meeting and then take
final action the following week.
It did both at the same meeting."
Dr. Lowell M. Walter, Student
Council adviser, yesterday said he
does not believe the council has
-,cted illegally. "The council has
,t yet approved the measure."
he said.
Dr. Walter said a check on the
minutes of the April 22 Student
Council meeting shows that the
council moved to place the discrimination by-law amendment
an the ballot, but not to approve
the amendment itself.
"If this is so, then Parker does
not seem to have a valid claim,"
he added.
Chief Justice Dick Christianit
I said he would check into the cons
stitutionality of Parker’s claim
before making a statement.
Parker said he hopes to void
both sections of the discrimination
proposal. "If they are declared Invalid, we will be able to submit
our petition right away." he declared. "If not, our present petitions are worthless, because they
conflict with the constitutional
amendment."
He added that he and his supporters are determined "that
constitutional
discrimination
must end at SJS and that a definite date must be set for ending it."
He said if the present action
fails, he does not think he will circulate new petitions this late in
the semester.
"But if we’re not successful this
semester, we’ll resume where we
left off next fall." he vowed.

partment and former sirech instructor; Dr. Alice Dement, associate professor of psychology; and
Dr. Helene Blattner, head of the
Oral Interpretation Department at
Stanford.
While awaiting the decision of
the judges, Dr. Hugh Gillis, professor of drama, and former head
of the department, spoke briefly
on the value of oral interpretation. He said "Since it is basic.
pure and direct communication, it
is a rather awesome thing to attack."
Introduction to the program wo..
by Noreen La Barge Mitchell, a.
sistant professor of speech. Sh,
read a short letter from Dr
Kaucher, who was not present,
SACRAMENTO (UPI)
The
sending her congratulations to Assembly Ways and Means Comthe contestants.
mittee has gone down the line
with Gov. Edmund G. Brown and
voted 100.000 state employes and
the faculty- at UC and the state
colleges a flat 5 per cent pay
raise.
Despite pressure from representt ives of UC, the colleges, the Calltornia Teachers Association and
the State Employes’ Association,
the committee last night voted to
uphold the governor’s position.
The regents at VC had requestSteve Jarvis, San Jose state
sophomore history major, will tour ed a 10 per cent raise for faculty
members; colleges wanted at least
Japan this summer with six Stan- 10 per
cent, and state employes
ford students, Yoshi Tsurumi, ex- demanded a 7’s per cent raise,
change student at Stanford, it was
announced at the Humanities
:are
Club’s "Japanese Evening" dinner
Wednesday at Sakura Gardens.
Tsurunii, a junior economics major at Tokyo’s Kea) University,
arranged the summer exchange
program to help further "better
Be light.footed as well
understanding between the counas lightheaded this
tries."
He said he wished 9.15 would
Spring. Bound out of
take the InItinthe to have exR/A in new styles of
change students.
Evans casuals.
He urged the near capacity
Comfortable
slip -ens,
crowd of approximately 100 stusandals, and 2 -eyelet
dents and faculty members to see
models in soft glove
the similarities instead of differences betvethen cultures,
leather and cushion
Tsurumi deplored Americans’
crepe soles.
lack of knowledge of the Orient
9.95 to 12:95.
hut said he was "very happy to

Teacher Pay
Raise Gains
In Assembly

GradDivision Tour Plan
Admits 1417
During Year Tea Highlight

ri en tat Eve

A total of 1,417 new student,
were admitted to the Graduate 1,
vision at San Jose State during
the period from April 1958 through
April 1959,
Of this number. 564 have a master’s degree as their objective;
820 students want a credential
only, said Dr. James W. Brown,
head of the Graduate Studies Division and professor of education.
In a listing prepared by the
Division of Graduate. Studies, a
further breakdown Is given.
Of the 624 persons whose objective is a M.A. degree, 69 are in
men’s physical education and 66
are in elementary administration.
Persons interested in business
topped the list of 370 students
seeking a MS. degree, with 140
in this field alone. Engineering,
mathematics and sociology figures
also ranked high.
Of the total 390 persona who
want a credential only, IBS in
the general secondary field top
the list.
General secondary people also see the Japanese influences in
ranked first with 214 out of a total architecture in this country.’
I-200S ATKINS
A tea ceremony with Dr. Wil,
of 430 persons that seek both a
ccwassami
credential and a master’s degree, ’llitm II. Vatcher, itwonclate pro- Lezzr,F3,trin at Santa Clere
(ntined
Co
u
on P age. 3)
Dr. Brown concluded.

I.
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His was not a class in handwriting.
Somehow Wilkenson would sneak in all the necessary information when the class wasn’t looking; he was tricky that way and you
ended up learning the material whether you wanted to or not
simply because it was no longer cod liver oil. His subject matter
was sugared with his own talent for teaching and everyone came

COURSE cONTENIT? RATHER 5IMPLE
ACTUAL L.si 1105TLY EC1L IZE - VAN SEA
PAPER IF YOUR/1N itYrCTR.anikt
TRAQ-5 WooT IM HERE

Ceremony a Farce?

50c

back to lick the spoon.

Columnist a Farce?

EDITOR: Except for the main
speaker, the Founders Day program was a farce. Glancing up,
I gazed at a long column of
t’hat I suspected to be an over’ large number of pallbearers
4-solemn and pompous in their
robes of solid black.
Yet I soon realized that this ’
was not a funeral, but the beginning of a Roman pageant!
Trumpets blared, the air tingled
with outbursts of emotional
Vraise (choir(, and there was
the rumble of feet (as loud as
S herd of reindeer heading for
an orgy!) I kept arching my
bead, expectine to see the arOval of Caesar, flaunted in the
blouds by four peons.
Who am I? Why, I’m just one
of the guys who was locked out
Of the Library; and thus, indirectly,
made to witness this
Ron Bracket I

50c
FIFTY CENTS

This coupon worth 50c on the
purchase of any $2.98 Stereo
Record in our store.

EDITOR: In the history of every notable college newspaper,
there appears an outstanding
sentinel of campus ’activities.
This reporter is the one who
actively stirs honest criticism of
student happenings.
The last such oracle at SJS
was Randie Poe. There was a
journalist and a crusader. He
would develop constructive criticisms and ideas and stick to
them regardless of the flood of
mail which filled the editor’s
box.

T-te

present columnist for our
illustrious gazette rails way
short of the worthy Mr. Poe. He
criticizes Time magazine for its
writing style, then relies on the
same type of cliche gobbledygook for his own dissertations.
Recently he satirized the students who campaigned for ASH
offices, while only months ago
he lambasted

the

Spartans for

apathy and lack of interest 11,
student government.
Mike Deaver, Ross Phelps

Offer Limited

HOUSE OF HI -Fl
464 South 2nd

50c

CV 7.7700

CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
Qualify Work
for Lower Prices
3 -hr. Laundry Service
I -Day Cleaning Service

50c

uullliliililililiiilllliilllilllilllllllilulii 8,, JERRY NACHMANIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
I had a real teacher one time.
No--not a profess -or and nonot an instruct -en But a teacher.
Everybody simply called him "Wilkenson" and that was all we ever
knew him as. But it was he who spoon-fed a course in zoology to
300 students that didn’t know an endocrine gland from a monocot
and who cared even less about finding out. His secret was elementary: he loved bis job.
Elementary for him, but apparently impossible for 75 per cent
,d‘ all other college professors who chew up the textbook and then
spit it back in different words while the people out front wolf It
down in their notebool& and then they throw it all right up again
In the examinations.
Cutting one of Wilkenson’s classes was like falling asleep at the
circus; you missed all the fun. Each lecture combined a minimum
of pedantics and a maximum of wit, along with that nebulous
talent few have for bringing a tasteless subject down to earth so
it could be digested easily, pondered perhaps and then applied.

402 S. 3rd

*
*
*
ONE THING ABOUT WILKENSON, he never even looked like
an instructor. He was more a six-foot, five-inch weed with a sophomore haircut and unmatching brown coat and gray slacks. He loped
along through the hallway looking like one more basketball player
on his way to practice. I think he weighed as much as a pencil.
The man never carried any books and I can’t remember ever seeing a lecture note.
Everything he wanted was upstairs.
When he stood at the board, Wilkenson would break every teaching law invented. His long-stemmed form hid everything he drew
on the blackboard and at times he talked into the piece of chalk
In his hand.
He was a cinch to distract and easily could go scurrying down
some wooded bypath leaving the forest of information far behind.
Once he talked for 10 minutes on a scientist’s philosophy toward
the world in which he lives. Another time he summed up his personal views on what science was and what it was good for. It was
strange, but though the pencils did not move, he was teaching. He
was making you think.
*
*
*
ONE DAY HE TOLD THE CLASS why he was teaching zoology
Instead of selling men’s suits: "You’ll never remember half this
jazz," he said with that funny left-handed smile of his. "Who cares
if the hermit crab is a member of the phylum Arthropoda? That’s
not the point of this class! The point is that in, say, 20 or 30 years,
if you happen to be sitting in the dentist’s office reading a news
magazine and you turn to the section on ’Science’ to see what’s
going onwell, then all I have been yaking about for the past semester might be of some interest. If not," he continued, "then we’re
all wasting our time. Class dismissed."
And that was how the course ended.
Some time after, I was walking by his office in the chemistry supply room and I glanced over at the sign on his door. It
read, "Dr." Wilkenson. Ile hadn’t ever mentioned the degree and
for the entire semester he had been called "Wilkenson," neier once
correcting anyone. I think, because he couldn’t care less about the
title. Wilkenson was not yet 30.
I had a real teacher one time.

Brubeck Calls Quartet
’Four Separate Soloists’
By GREGORY H. BROWN
"To me, the quartet is an integrated instrument consisting
of four individual soloists, each
of whom is a performer-composer in his own right."
Erudite Dave Brubeck, who
makes a campus appearance at
Morris Dailey Auditorium Wednesday, looks on his quartet as
all individualists in one manner
or another.
-Whoever happens to be taking a solo ifs both composer and
conductor for the moment, and
it is the duty and privilege of
the other three to support him
and help him to be creative."
Brubeck, known far and wide
as a jazz pianist, started classical interpretation on both the
keyboard and cello at 13. Bruheck’s talents were displayed
during these early years along
the west coast and his rhythmic
desire led him to College of Pacific for further training.
It was here that his first attempt at organization blossomed; he organized his first swing
band.
A stint in the Army interrupted his ambitions, but after
the war he returned from Europe and studied music theory
and composition from the famous Darius Milhaud at Mills
I once, in Oakland.

-c000s os m.o.’s...

"I came to Milhgud because
I wanted to be a composer,"
Brubeck said. While under Milhaud’s wing Brubeck was ad
vised to study heavily, but not
to forsake jazz, his natural heritage.
"I am not sorry I took his
advice," Brubeck confesses, "but
I do wish I could devote more
time to writingnot only sket
ches for jazz which are the
framework for improvising, but
I would like to experiment in
more extended forms."
"In looking for a quartet, 1
had in mind the type of musicians with an
individual approach to Jazz to trite the group
variety; but also a willingness
to think in term, of the group.
This I found wasn’t an easy
task.
"Our group is sometimes emot iona I, sometimes
cerebral,
sometimes hard -driving, sometimes light swinging, humorous
or profound, according tck the
prevailing mood and the conception of the soloist," Brubeck explained.
"I have tried to avoid musical
straitjackets in in my own playI have tried not to
ing and

0 to., rug

Abracadabra
Foolish boythe best way to make a bottle
of Coke disappear is to drink it! Yes,
swallow after swallow, that cold crisp taste is
so deeply satisfying ... and the lively lift
is so bright and cheerful the whole day
seems happier, just like magic. So open
sesame! Just uncap the bottle and get
ready for The Pause That Refreshes!
BE REALLY REFRESIIED .. HAVE A

Jose.

under the act

Interact as second crass manor Aorll 14.
of March 3. 11171. Member Califennla News-

collegrt year,

only on a rernainder.of.schookyear basis.
Fall semester, $4; In Spring semester,

In

been able to explore a variety

and reach

many people,"
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The short blond -moustached
answer man at the Library information desk is more than an
answer man. He is a published
lyric poet.
Harold Witt, a graduate of
Cal with an M.A. from the University of Michigan, free-lances
with poetry and short stories,
and works full-time at the SJS
Library.
Ills ssorks have been published
In Atlantic Monthly, New Yorker, Saturday Review, Nett’ Republic, Paris Review and he has
a poem coming out in Ladies’
Home Journal.
Witt said the income of a moderately well-known poet usually must be helped along; most
magazines pay around $1 a line,
so his job as Documents Librarian, and his position on the
general reference staff keeps
him, his wife and two children
going.
The SJS Library stocks the
three volumes of poetry he has
published. "The Death of Venus," a selection of the Book
Club of Poetry, was published
In 1958 by the Golden Quill
Press. The others are "Family in
the Form( and Other Poems,"
and "superman Unbound."
Witt said he receives royalty
checks twice a year, but he feels
to
be published.
"fortunate
Great profits cannot he expected
for quite some time," he said.

ZA

’

HAROLD WITT
. modern poet
the U. of Michigan, he won the
annual Hopwood Award for Pa
etry. It was worth $500, and was
copped two years before him by
Arthur Miller.

CHEVRON

JOE’S
CHEVRON SERVICE

We have the largest
selection of contempo.
rery cards in town.
Corn in and see our
large Mother’s Day
assortment.

CARDS

Motor Tunaups
Lube Jobs
300 S. 24th St,
CV 7-1661
Brake Service
Student Cords
With
Special Rates

GAGS

’CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
We specialise in flat tops!

All Haircuts

MORCOM’S
House of Novelties
115 Se. First
CY 7-2217

THE MANY LOVES
OF THORWALD DOCKSTADER
When Thorwald Docicstader sophomore, epicure, and ,portFmanfirst took up smoking, he did not simply choose the first
brand of cigarettes that came to hand. He did what any sophomore, epicure, and sportsman would do: he sampled severd
brands and then picked the mildest, tastiest, pleasingest of 411
Philip Morris, of corns!
Similarly, when Thorwald took up girls, he did not simply
select the first one who came along. He sampled. First lie took
out an English literature major named Elizabeth Barrett Grisht,
a wisp of a girl with luminous eyes and a soul that shinier.
with a pale, unearthly beauty. Trippingly, tripping!
walked with Thorwald upon the beach and sat with him I,
a windward dune and listened to a sea shell and sighed sweetly
and took out a little gold pencil and a little morocco notebook
and wrote a little poem:
/ will lie upon the shore,

$1.25
396 S. 5th St.

/

be a dreatner.

will fed the sea once more

Pounding on my femur.

Thorwald’s second date was with a physical education major
named Peaches Glendower, a broth of a girl with a ready smile
and a size 18 neck. She took Thorwald down to the cinder track
where they jogged around 50 times to open the pores. Then they
played four games of squash, six sets of tennis, ati boles of golf,
nine innings of one old cat, six chukkers of lacrosse, ann amile
and a quarter of leap frog. Then they went ten rounds with eightounce gloves and then they had heaping bowls of bran and whey
and exchanged a manly handshake and went home to their
respective whirlpool baths.
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Dancing Every Sat. Night
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Saturday
Night

"Orders to
take out"

be

"

(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boy,’ "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

I will

Open Until 6

Witt heard Kenneth
Res,
spring when he appeal,:
campus with the Dick
.N!
quintet. He said "Rtoirotf
not a good reader.
He sh
not try to present anythint
catty. Besides, jazz and pi,
are two different art h,!
They do not belong togethe
Witt said his greatest n
ence has been Emily Dicku.
"Although I have tried to P
my poetry completely oni:
Dickinson and Keats are in:.
vorites."

last

111Si

WI
more
Long
San
Thea
Ka
Los
u --Is I

KOED-TV s II swing back
into action Monday afternoon at
4:30 with a remote pick-up of
"Backstage," a 30-minute documentary on lighting, costumes,
make-up and set design in College Theater. It is produced and
directed by Kevin Swanson and
John Hall.
KOED-TV plans a three-day
run In this series, with a Roaring 20’s program Tuesday and a
telecast of the Stittlent Council
meeting Wednesslay.
Tuesday’s show will be narrated by Clarence Morley, and
will be highlighted by dances
from the era. It will be produced and directed by Don Menzel and Paula Miller.
This three-day program concludes KOED-TV’s spring semester of closed circuit broadcasting.

Ravioli
Our Specialty
Spaghetti
"The aroma from our genuine
Italian Kitchen will really send you"
Open
4 p nn to I rn.
SA! S Soo
12 noon to 3 am

But Wilt’s poetry has paid off
for him in other ways than
through publication. While at

KOED-TV
Plans Three
Broadcasts

Sizzling

CV 464l4.-idltorlel Ind. 210. 1111. Adv. 211.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office limos
m. Monday through Friday. Any
phone sails should be made during this
oriod

BILL PHILLIPS, Editor
RON KELLEY, Advertising Mgr,

1
We

By Brubeck’s unique freeness
of style and composition, he has

"In this way we have been able
to cross over musical barriers

C;P:;:ctlhea’idt":11’10artiE: JPe’sbe...1;:lie del!
lego, @scud Saturoasy.b.atrirdioSounnray,.cedwureldnij

by
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San Jose
1555 Bayshore Highway
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company

1134, at

Witt earned his RA.
in
lish and a librarianship
degree
then went directly to
Miehig,:.
He worked in a Reno
lihrar
two years, then traveled
the,
Europe writing short stone.
poetry. He joined the
SJS 1...
brary staff in 1957.
Asked for some thoughts
on
poetry -Jazz, he said, "It
Is just
a fad. It will he
out of lame
S000, and we’ll hear
nothing
more about it."

By MIKE JOHNSON
Fine Arts Editor

search for a ’sound’ or a ’style’."

ing emotional expressions.

Si2a

E,

force the quartet in a fruitless

of techniques and several vary,11A0lI.

Harold Witt, Documents Librarian,
Publishes Poetry, Short Stories

S

Thorwald’s final date was with a golden -haired, creamybrewed, green-eyed, red-lipped, full-calved girl named ’I. -,
Sigafoos. Totai was not majoring in anything. As she often --!!!
"Gee whillikers, what’s college for anyhowto fill your heed
full of icky old fads, or to discover the shining essence that is
YOU?"
Total started the evening with Thorwald at a luxuriew
restaurant where she consumed her own weight in Cornish rock
hen. From there they went to a de luxe movie palace where
Total had popcorn with butter. Then she had a bag of choe..1-’’
covered raisinsalso with butter. Then they went to a e
ballroom and cha-che’d till dawn, tipping the band every ear
bars. Then they went to a Chinese restaurant where Totsi, on.
able to decipher the large and baffling menu, found a simPlf
way out of her dilemma: she ordered one of everything. Thee
Thorwald took her to the women’s dorm, boosted her in the
window, and went downtown to wait for the employment office
to open.
While waiting, Thnrwald thought over all of his girls and
’:thrit.
came to s neri,1140 decision. "I think," he said to himself,
I will stick with Philip Morris. I am not rith enough for Sal’.
1030.MoStittnot

Alsif

354 E. Santa Clara
CY 7-9961

Philip
Anybody in rich enough for Philip Sforrlsand for
cigarette,
4forrlex brother cigarette. filter -tip Marlboro. the
NW.,
1,111, 10,1 ter frinkiten-. lite Ilaeor’s fine, the /Met
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EAST, WEST VIEWS DIFFER

Re -unite Germany Soon?

BONN, Gerpany --------West and the Soviet Union each
insist a reunitd Germany should
be molded in their own image.
The Big Foir Foreign Ministers
meeting in Gneva to discuss the
German probem on that level for
the first tim, since 1955 will seek
to determine whether there is any
hope of ccmpromise somewhere
between Or holes.
The Gentians are In the midthey are the people
dle.
who %% ill be most directly affected by any agreement or dis-

agreement at Geneva, they have
the least Influence on any decisions to be reached there.

As Germany looks on, these are
the issues to be taken up at Geneva:
Question: How Is Germany to
be reunited?
Answer: ’Inc Western powers
The U.S., Britain and Franceand
the West German government believe the nation should be reunited
by means of free and secret general elections.
They probably would agree to

the establishment of
kind
of East-West German group
m
comissioned
to try to suite
an all-German election lats..
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Light Opera,
A rt Deserve
Top Billing

All interested women students
are invited to attend the AWS
Calendar Committee’s meeting today at 4 p.m. in the Student Union. The committee Will plan next
year’s activities calendar.

BAKMAS

THE HOUSE OF FLOWERS

Phone Us CT 3-1682

HAVENLY FOODS
Julian & Boyshore

BOUQUETS
CORSAGES
CV 2-0462 10th & Santa Clara

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
DRY 10c
WASH 20c
COIN OPERATED

SOFT WATER

inns
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ight
piC
hen
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Ise
and
that
swat
Sli
rife

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

stAL DEFECT!

Open 24 hrs.

TODAY
FRESHMAN CLASS PROGRAM
COMMITTEE, mooing for all sno-cono
salesgirls and chairman, Student Union,
3:30 P.m.
AWS CALENDAR COMMITTEE,
meeting, Student Union, 4 p.m.
SPORTS CAR ASSN., movies, !Ili
Red Oaks Dr., 7:30 p.m.
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hell, most,
7:30 crn.

Names of Scripters
No Longer Hidden
by

Would you please give the
names of movies and tell who
wrote the script?
All right. First on the list is
"Some Like It Hot." It was written by the chef who cooks the
SOUP at the Cafeteria.

"The Journey" was scribbled
by a student who found a close

LOU LUCIA

paper by the man who designed
the Tower Bldg.

MONDAY

1MC, meeting, CHI62, 7 p.m.
SOPHOMORE CLASS. meeting, SI42,
"At War with the Army" was
long-handed by a 27-year-old stu- 3.30 m
dent who is still obtaining freedom
from service life by remaining in
college.
"The Mating Game" was an F-S
(Fraternity-Sorority) Production
by John F. Pinned Of Zelta Zeta

No Flicks Tonight
NO tRot II’ N. III LIV 41CA, ll it

no!

-

ris Dailey Auditorium this evening
The next scheduled Friday night
e% on paper.
flicks will be a week from toda;.,
"Home Before Dark" was put
when "Titanic" starring Barbara
on parchment by women’s living
Stanwyck will be shown.
groups and housemothers.
"The Crawling Eye" was written by a student who was deficit’:
In reading ability.
"The Perfect Furlough" was
thought .of by a professor in
for COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
France on his sabbatical leave.
FRIENDLY SERVICE
(His wife wasn’t with him.)
MODERATE RATES
"Tunnel of Love" was typed by
From $4 50 so $7 00
a student sitting next to the Juke
Drive-in Garage
box in the Coop.
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
"Night of the Quarter Moon"
Ralph G Caldwell, Memoir
was authored at a local drive-in
movie by persons unknown.

Codier’3
HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
Special Rates to Sororities
and Fraternities

Proofs shown on all placement
and graduation photos. Your
selection is Retouched.

41 North First Street
San Jose, California
CT 2-8960

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR a DOWNTOWN HOTEL

Pulitzer Prize Winner
Winning Pulitzer Prize in journalism for outstanding photography,
this picture is of a crumpled wagon, the covered body of Ralph
Fossum, 9, a doctor walking away after pronouncing the lad dead
and a policeman taking notes. William C. Seaman, 34, of the
Minneapolis Star and Tribune, made the picture on Minneapolis
street last May 16.

Occupational Therapist
Compares U.S., Indian
Treatments, Hospitals

"The Trap" was scrawled by
a professor who fiendishly wrote
a book and then insisted that all
members of his class use his
text.

"Imitation of Life" was written
by the many students who must
perform an internship for no p;::
while in college.
"The Robe" was typed by a gr,
duating senior who received an
Miss Sulochana Bhagtani, occu- I India, toured the campus yester- and couldn’t participate in co::
pational therapist from the All- day, speaking to the occupational mencement exercises.
India Institute of Physical Medi- therapy faculty and a kinesiology
"Green Mansions" was put on
cine and Rehabilitation, Bombay, class.
Miss Bhagtani said doctors dingOFFICE HOURS
nose the same types of illness in Spartan Deny Advertising Department
India as in the United States;
I:45 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
All phone calls regarding Display
I
’""I however, Indians do not have as
be made between the above
should
Ads
illness.
hours. (14.11.Plece Classified Ads
tricpsychiatricmu
There are only two psychiaat Room IS, Tower Hell.)
Bomb Hoax
bit- hospitals in India, she said.

Golden Gatrz,

Causes

Stir

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) A
report that the Golden Gate
Bridge would be blown up at midnight Wednesday sent police, highway patrolmen and FBI agents
scurrying over the span last night
in a search for explosives.
The alert came when two girls,
aged 13 and 14, in Campbell, inadvertently dialed a wrong telephone prefix. A man with a deep
voice and foreign accent answered.
"I’ve been waiting for your
call," he said, lowering his voice
conspiratorially. "The plans are all
set to blow up the Golden State
Bridge at 12."
The girls gulped and hung up.
Bat golly." they gasped and call’ -’I the number again.
"Is that you, Erika," the voice
Aid. This was enough to cause the
irls to Slam down the receiver
and run to a police station.
Sgt. Joe Morgan of Campbell
had them try again.
"An ha, I’ve been waiting," the
man said, and again described the
bridge plot.
An alert, given at 7:30 p.m., sets
off a search of the 1’2 -mile long
span with authorities counting the
minutes until midnight.
! The mysterious telephone turned out to be the unlisted number
if a San Jose business executive,
ho was not at home, and he
,,asn’t reached until 11:44 p.m.
It was all a joke, he said. He
.is tired of people who dial wrong
lumbers, and Just warlted to dis-.tirage them from repeating the

Oriental Eye -

lerr

TICE ANSWER AAN

"The Sound and the Fury"
consisted of a professor baking
and the student who received an
F putting down their differenc-

By MARJORIE NICKSON

AWS Calendar Meet

Sparta guide

parking spot one morning. Three
miles.
Zamma Z1m.
Last, but not least is "Senior
"Imitation General" was authored by an ROTC cadet here.
Prom" wnich was written by the
"Separate Tables" was a col- Junior Class,
laboration between a male and female who were sitting in the Library and joined forces.

sist, no longer have any respon-

Remember ...

On Mother’s Day, take the
queen of your heart out
of the kitchen and out to
dinner. Make your reserve now . . . and remember, Mother deserves dinner out . .. often.

Germany say that only the sovereign, freely-elected government
of the whole of Germany may negotiate and sign a peace treaty
with the victorious powers of
World War IL
The Soviet Union proposes that
the wartime Allies now sign a
peace treaty with each of the existing German governments, and
has even suggested that some sections of the treaty might be different for each Germany.

-------------

For 21 years, the San Francisco
ICivic Light Opera has been delighting theater-goers on the peninsula.
The 22nd annual season opens
June 1 at the Curran Theatre with
Judy Holliday in "Bells Are RingCongenial j ing." The Broadway comedy will
run five weeks, nightly except’
W,a..Ine Marcia Day, sopho- Sundays.
more art major, was named "Miss
Other productions scheduled
Congeniality" at the annual Miss are a rejuvenated version id
San Jose contest in Montgomery "Oklahomal," "West Side Story"
Theater Wednesday night.
(which contains a fistielnistlnc
Kathy Harrington, 18-year-old lesson on teenage "rumbles")
Los Gatos High School student. and an optional added attracwas named Miss San Jose. She will tion. "My Fair Lady." The latrepresent the city in the Miss ter, which played in the city a
California contest at Santa Cruz season ago, will be staged at
June 25-26-27-28.
War Memorial Opera Howse.
Three other SJS lovelies, Erica
Season tickets only may be 1)1,
Rilma.
Morris
and Gayle tamed now from the Curran Th.Rossi,
Treese were among the 12 final- etre, 445 Geary St., San Francisists in Wednesday night’s judging. co 2.
They were selected from among 30
contestants who took part in preIn case you’d like to take in an
liminary judging April 29.
art exhibition as a change of pace.
Contestants were judged in several galleries have top collecthree categories, intellect and per- tions this month.
sonality, appearance in evening
San Francisco’s De Young Mars
gowns, and appearance in bathing shin and :ndian miniatures.and
suits.
collection of Indian paintings from
Miss Day was elected Miss Con- Rajasthan . . . the Palace of Legeniality by the other contestants. gion of Honor has a colection o!
She is a member of Alpha Phi.
Impressionist paintings by Wil
ham Goetz.
Richard Neutra’s architecture in I
photographs, titled "Ret rospecfive," opened yesterday at the San
Francisco Museum of Art . . .
Santa Clara University’s art gallery is exhibiting work by members of the American Artists’ Professional League.

!Vag 10th

0

sibility for arranging reunifleaGen. All-German elections must
be Indefinitely postponed,
Khrushchev told visiting West
German Socialists recently that
he could not approve any elections
in which "the 50,000,000 people
under the Adenauer regime would
impose their majority on the 17,000,000 living In East Germany."
Q: What about a German peace
treaty?
A: Western powers and West

Perhaps a second group could
try to arrange greater freedom of
movement of persons and publications across the East-West German frontiers before elections are
held. But the West German government must remain sovereign
until such elections are held.
The Soviet Union says retinalcation can come about only as the
result of a confedration of the existing East and West German governments.
Vie Mg Four, the Soviets In-

Alpha Ph
Member

SPARTAN DAILY .1
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rag* I I
I f
(Vont
lessor of political science and
eduention. as "second honored
guest," was performed by Mrs.
Itelko Rysizoil, assisted by Miss
sachl SasakL Menlo-Atherton
High School student.
Mrs. PYllzoii, wire of a Stanford
istrtietor in languages, also pre. nted a flower arranging demon. ration. "Japanese love simplic,ty." she stated.
The guests. seated shoeless on
,-ishions at low tables. also were
Mums.’ on the "artified tech:’tis" of judo, flower arranging,
,nri the tea eeremony by Tsuritml,
to said the activities were a
means of "trying to calm your,elf down."

She added that the average lifel span there was 30 years.
Finding no difficulty giving
treatments while working in a
sari (Indian costume), she said
that when Indian occupational
therapists give treatments requiring more physical labor, they wear
full, white Oriental trousers.
There are three occupational
therapists and three physical therapists in the hospital in which
Miss Bhagtani works. It is the
only hospital in India having an
occupational therapy program.
Miss Bhagtani is on a six-month
tour of physical medicine departments in the United States.

WAA Slates Party
At Club 41maden
All women students are invited
to the annual WAA Party, Thursday, May 14, at Club Almaden.
Car pools will leave from the
Women’s Gym at 3 p.m. for the
activity, which will end at approximately 7 p.m. Charges wilt
be 60 cents admission qpd swimming; 30 cents for food. Students
may bring their own picnic dinner.
Volleyball, folk dancing, singing,
and swimming will be featured in
addition to entertainment.
Food signups now are being taken on the WAA bulletin board.
Women’s Gym. Persons wishing
more information may contact
Natalie Goldblatt at CYpress 23506.

KBM
RENT A TYPEWRITER

Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. San Fernando

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

South First St. at Son Antonio

Son Jose, Co’iforneo

Shank s Drire-In Cleaners
AND

SHIRT LAUNDRY
APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
"In at 9:00 a.m. Out at 5:00 p.m."
ONE DAY SERVICE NO

Special
one week only

EXTRA CHARGE

BLANKETS
90c

2nd & San Carlos

CY 3-3701

CY 2.7501

NEW ROUTE TO EUROPE!
Sail from California to France and
England this summer for as
little as ’367on Orient & Pacific!
rpm ts THE West Coast’s new way to
I Europe. Twenty sunlit days of swimming, dancing, sight-seeing and parties
on a golden Orient & Pacific liner
bound for France and England.
A vacation at sea before your holiday on the Continent begins!
Tlw cost is amazingly low. You can
do the whole thing for as little as $18 a
day! Fares on the Orcadcs start at $367
tourist, $630 first class. ( Fares on the
Chum are slightly higher.) And there
are special round-trip rates.

Dr. Brown
To Attend
Capital Meet
Dr James W. BrmA as, head et
the Graduate Studies Division at
San Jose State, will meet with
graduate program heads of 13
state colleges Tuesday and Wednesday.
The group will gather at Sacramento State College to discuss the
organization and administration of
graduate programs in state col- ’
leges. Dr. Briovn said.
The event, called by the State
Department of Education, is an
annual meeting, he added.

CYpress 4-9404
mini PK/OF CONSIRucl.0..
ISIEVIsiON hAleOLIIT 500.
(cam kwcee

see in bullock carts. Three days later
you are in Le Havre, another day and
you’re in Londonready for the second
half of your European holiday.
Sailing Dates
Orient & Pacific Lines offer two great
new European sailing% for 1939.
The Chusan sails from San Francisco
June 20th and Los Angeles June 21st,
arriving in London July 12th.
Orcadcs sails from San Francisco
June 29th and Los Angeles June 30th,
arriving in London July 20th.
You return on the Orson’, sailing
from London August 19th and arriving
In Los Angeles September 7th, San
Francisco September 8th.
See your travel agent now for reservations. These sailings fill up quickly.

Orient & Pacific Lines
Cunard LineGeneral Passenger Agents
in the U.S. & Canada,

210 Post Street. San Francisco, Calif.
Your Itinerary
You sail first from San Francisco or Los
Angeles to Panama and its charming
old Spanish towns and fantastic Canal.
Next stop, Trinidad for a day of
exploring, shopping and steel band
music. Then on to Madeira (Las Palmas if you sail on the Chosen ) where
you can sample great wines, toboggan
down a 3000-foot mountain and sight-

MAIL FOR FREE BROCHURE
Orient A Pacific Lines

210 Post Street
San Francisco 8, California

Sirs: Please semi me free brochure on your
Panama %o., ages to Europe.

Name
Street..._
City

State

1111.

-magi

Norton-Morrow Duel Highlights 33rd Fresno Relays
SRTA% DULY

Texan Holds 2-1
Bulge Over Ray
By GREGORY H. BROWN
torrid match in the 100-yard dash. the greatest array
(if 51101 put men. and die appearance of four Olympic
champion,. will highlight ’the running of the 33rd annual
V est Coast Relays in Fre5tio’s Ratcliffe Stadium tomorrow.
I lat( a dozen wlwiti recants will he in jeopardy al the
W CR. which is internationally known as the place "Vi here
World Records Are Broken."

-Spartefoto

time in the nation this year in the 440 relay
(40.4). The Spartans will be facing excellent run ning teams from Occidental, USC and the Sou.
them California Striders, in the WCR tomorrow.

San Jose State’s sprint relay team of (I. to r.)
Ray Norton, Bob Brooks, Kent Herkenrath and
Bob Poynter prepare to go in the West Coast
Relays. The SJS quartet has recorded the fastest

’Mural Softball

... YOUR EYES CAN ONLY
BE AS GOOD AS YOUR
GLASSES . . . DON’T LOOK
FOR CHEAP BARGAINS!

INDEPENDENT SOFTBALL STANDINGS
TEAM
Won Lose
The Clods
UN
Ads
Bob’s Boozers
Hangovers
ROTC No. 1
ROTC No. 2
(Through May 5)

CONSULT

Dr. HAROLD HASKELL
Optometrist

0

0

LICURSI’S

Complete eye examinations
end optical service.
Let’s+ styled glasses
end optical prescriptions filled

HAIR CUTS
THE BEST FOR LESSI
Under 12-$1.25
ADULTS $1.50
Sunday 11-12
Deily 87
ANY CUTS

No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
100 So. 1st St.
CY 7-1880

421 EAST SANTA CLARA

win S11111 IT FIRST.
A column of incidental intelligence
by

Jockey

-sr;

-’

t.e
"THE MORNINO AfTER"
This horrible time was first ins
mortolixed by George Ade in
The Sultan of Sulu." I4ere’s
the way he put it,
’But, R-E-M-0-R-St I
The water-wagon is fh
place for me;
II is no time for mirth and
laughter,
The cold, gray dawn of the
morning alters-

Golf Driving Range
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
35¢ bucket with ASB Card

S. 10th & Tully Road
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IFC Softballers
In Tight Contest

Delta Upsilon kept alive its
hopes for at least a tie for the
American League crown of the
IFC League with a come-through
2-1 victory over Delta Sigma Phi
yesterday.
The win gives DU a 3-1 record
for the season, just one-half a
game behind league-leading Alpha
Tau Omega.
In National Leagle action PI
Kappa Alpha lost 8-7 to Phi Sigma Kappa, thereby dropping two
full giunes behind league -leading
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

0
2
2
2

A new record for entries, 1646,4.
are entered, including Parry
O’Brien, Adhemar DaSilva, Bobby
Morrow, and Charlie Dumas, all
Olympic champions.
Ray Norton, San Jose sprint
star, will be battling the Texas
whiz, Morrow, for the fourth time.
The former Abilene Christian
great has a 2-1 edge over Norton.
Every night but Mond,,y, I p,
Morrow holds victories over the
LATE SKATE Fri. & S.0 8 p, to
Spartan at last year’s Modesto
midnight
Low
Relays (9.4-9.5) and the AAU (9.49.7), with the Rapidman taking
SKATE ARENA
Morrow in the Coliseum Relays
Other scores:
1525 ALMADEN
last year, each man stepped in a
AD
Nu 7, Theta Xi 5.
Sigma
comparatively slow 9.7.
Sigma Phi Epsilon won by forCYpress 2.2411
Norton has again tied the
feit over Kappa Alpha.
world’s record this year and auto
has tied the world’s 100 meter
Enjoy Springtime on a like!
mark of 10.1, Ile also has a
Rent a Bicycle from
20.8-220 around a curve, fastDESIMONE’S
est in the nation this year.
DALLAS LONG
Both splint greats will be
-ALSO SALES... World that put champ
Raleigh - Steyr - Schw,,
pushed by Norton’s teammate Bobat Competitive Prices
Top
Quality
bie Poynter (9.4) and California’s
Willie White,
EASY TERMS
"We service what we sell"
Orlando Haley of Oklahoma
San Jose
72 Se. Second
State, Munn of the USC freshman team and Willie "Whip"
Williams of the San Jose’ freshman team also are entries in the
I uo.
Coach Bud Winter will take a
Although many records are on
52.95 and up
Casting Rods
15-man squad to the Fresno meet the brink of being shattered to$5.95 ar.d up
Spinning Rods
with Mac Burton, school record morrow, the most likely is a new
holder in the broad jump, a ques- world’s mark in the shot put.
Reg. $11.50 NOW 57.95
H.I. SPIN REEL
tion mark. Dick Rocks, who threw
Not even a troublesome wrist
Reg. $32.50 NOW 517.88
MITCHELL SPIN REEL
the javelin 235 feet in this same and business commitments forcReg. $29.50 NOW 517.88
QUICK, GERMAN SPIN REEL
stadium a few weeks ago, will not ing two-time Olympic winner
Licenses, Lures, Eggs and Worms
make the trip due to a sore arm. Parry O’Brien to scratch, can
dim the luster of this event
San Jose State’s sprint relay
GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
which pits USE"ps 260-1b. freshteam of Norton, Poynter, Ktnt
121 East San Fernando
men sensation, Dallas Long,
Herkettrath and Chuck McNeil,
against Bill Nieder of the San
possessors of the fastest time
Francisco Olympic Club.
In the nation this year in the
Also in the field are tUSC’s in440 (40.4), aill go against
strong running Occidental, UsC eligible Dave Davis, holder of the
national collegiate record, and
and the Striders.
The Spartans, running under Charley Butt and Bob Humphreys
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. JR.
handicaps both times they have at- of the Striders,, both of whom have
put
over
58
tempted the 880-yard relay, will
feet.
Professional Pharmacists
Lost in the shuffle are a raft of
be tested by a tough Occidental
collegians in the 55 and 56-foot
squad.
Open ’HI Midnight
In the mile relay event for the bracket- marks which would have
locals will be Herkenrath, McNeil, won almost any meet a few years
Phone CYpress 3-7S00 ’
Bob Myers and Chuck McNiff. ago.
In the 32 runnings of the West
This group hardly figures near
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
the rest on paper but the quartet .1’ Coast Relays, world records ;
has yet to run at full strength have been broken or equaled in
all year. There best effort was a every running event of the pro3:15.5 in a winning effort against gram but one. Only the two-mlle
relay has escaped the record onStanford earlier this year.
slaught.
Joe and Mary Ventura Are
The Spartans wUl be two
Since the inovation of the restrong In the discus event with
Tom Daniels (187-8) and Larry lays, world records have been
Collier (155-8, 2 ) representing broken or tied 28 times at Fresthe home camp. Rink Babka, no’s Ratcliffe Stadium. There ha,
former US(’ great, will be fa- been four interscholastic records
vored in the event and will be set, six American records and 26
shooting for a new world’s ! national junior college marks.
Sunny skies have been forecast
record.
Tomorrow afternoon Coach Bert i for the meeting, assuring fans that
Bonanno’s freshman mile relay 1 the meet will go on as scheduled
478 South 10th SfreeI.
team will test many of the top No West Coast Relays has ever
olympic clubs and freshman teams been postponed or canceled.
There have been three OWN.
in the nation as they set their
Delicious Homecooking That
sights on a new intercollegiate calls, however. Only a few hours
after the Initial running of the
record in the mile event. Jim
Can’t Be Beat!
%VCR in 1927 an irrigation ditch
Flemons, who was suffering from
running behind the field overa slight muscle pull, has been
-emote,.
flowed and flooded the track.
given the green light and the team
will bat full strength. The quar- Rain fell the morning of the
**********************
1957 W(’R and necessitated drytet has run a 5:15.8 this year and
ing the track by tun giant agriwill he shooting for the freshman
NOW AT
cultural burners. A light shower
record of 3:14.4, set by Texas U
*
fell during the actual running of
RADIO
COAST
last year.
the ’58 relay’s.
*
Wilton Jones, school record
4(
266 SOUTH FIRST
cr 5-514,
holder in the hop, step, jump event,
will carry the Spartan colors as
C P & 9
he goes against the best, DaSilva.
SERVICE STATION
a two-time Olympic champion ad
Premuim Gas and Oil at Lowest
former world record holder. Stan?
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A determined San JO... State
golf squad takes on Stanford this
afternoon at 1 on the San Jose
Country Club course.
Stanford is one of the three
teams to defeat the Spartans in
dual meet competition this year.
The Indians edged out the local
swingers 155-2.-1152 on the Stanford course earlier this year.
Jack Luceti. who has been burning up the local courses, will tees
off in the number one spot for
the Spartans. Coach Walt Mc. Pherson voiced concern that his
men haven’t been playing up to
their potential, but says, "We’ll
by playing on our home course
so we have a good chance of winning."
Harvey Kohs, Linn Dunaway,
Ron Ginn, Don Palmer and Keith’
Rockwell or Jim Sullivan will comprise the SJS squad.

FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS

"GENTLEMAN AND 50401,AR"
High praise, indeed, for any
manl But did you know that
th description comes from
Robert Burns-who said it first
about a dog? Here’s the guotei
"His locked, lettered, brow
brass collar
Showed him the gentleman
and scholar."
You’ll find the couplet in
Burns’ "The Two Dogs."
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Local Golfers
eek Revenge
Against Indians
S

IFC Softboll

A

The Sleepy View

.
’

"MAN BITES DOG"
That’s everybody’s definition
of news, and we’re all in.
debted to John B. Bogart, cis;
editor of the old New York
Sun (1873401 who first saick
"When a dog bites a man,
that is not news, because it
happens so often. But if a
man bites a dog, that ts
neWIr

Millions of times a year
drivers and students keep
awake with safe WoDiiz

JOCkellUnderWear

What’s true about expressions is also true about styles.
Somebody always got there lint. Take Jockey brand underwear. Jockey brand is made only by Coopers. Coopers
invented Jockey underwear -and no copy con compere
with Jockey brand for quality, comfort and fit. For underwear Mot feels better because it fits better, insist on Jockey
brand - the original comfort-tailored underwear. You’ll
find it at better stares everywhere. Recognize it by the
Jockey trade mark.

Let PODOI alert you
through college, too
NolJoz keeps you alert with caffeine the same pleationt stimulant you enjoy in coffee. Faster, handier, more reliable: non habit -forming NoDoz delivers an
accurate amount of dependable
stimulation to keep your mind
and body alert during study and
exams until you can rent or sleep
P. S.: When you need NoDaz,
WU probably he lisle. Play sale.
Keep a supply handy.
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Come in for a sample ride.
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(Continued nit Page 3)
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Coed Tennis
Tournament
Here Today
The 1.959 Coed Tennis Tournament gets under way today at 2
p.m. on the Spartan courts.
The tournament is sponsored by
WAA, Co-Ree, Men’s Intramurals
and the Leadership Class.
Miss Ardith B. Frost, assistant
professor of Recreation, is heading
the tournament committee. Miss
Frost is aided by student co-chairmen Gayle Pinkney and Jerry
Reynolds.
One of the aims of the tourney
is that it will provide enough enthusiasm to pave the way for more
tennis on the campus In the hope
that a future coed tennis club
may be formed.

CRIES OF PROTEST have reached this corner during the past
few weeks concerning the scheduling of 1959 football games.
primary among protests has beep the disagreement among certain members of the student body with the scheduling of the College
of pacific game at Stockton, instead of at San Jose.
From a financial standpoint it is fortunate that San Jose can
take advantage of such a football star as Dick Bass in scheduling the
game for Stockton. Through an agreement with COP officials San
Jose State will share in the revenue of the game.
Let’s take a look at this financial situation. Say the game is
being played at Spartan Stadium, which has a seating capacity of
approximately 16,000. Approximately 8000 of these seats are taken
up by students and faculty of SJS as non-paying customers. That
leaves another 8000 open for the public. With $2.50 as the cost of
the average seat SJS would have $20,000.
This same game at Stockton would attract anywhere in the neighborhood of 27,000-35,000 persons. Last season SJS-COP played before 27.000 fans. At the time SJS was on a three-game winning streak
and COP had a three-game losing streak. Memorial Stadium at Stockton has a seating capacity of 35,000, and as Bass enters his last season
NATIONAL LEAGUE
of college eligibility, it is safe to assume the park will be near caLos Angeles
000 200 000-2 12 0
pacity any time COP plays a game.
San Francisco
000 100 000-1 6 I
Williams
SJS
(1-0)
and Roseborot Sanhas shifted the COP game to Stockton
TIIE FACT THAT
ford
(4-2),
G.
Jones
(9) and Schmidt.
this year does not mean this will become an annual practice.
HRLarker,
On the road last year the Spartans made money. At home they Pittsburgh 5, Philadelphia 4 (10 innings,
night).
Only games scheduled.
lost. As an example let us take the season opener at Seattle where
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Its Spartans met University of Washington. At that game SJS made
Baltimore
10,
Washington I.
s25,000. from a school which has a student body of 15,000. At the
Only gam* scheduled.
game 29.000 persons were in attendance.
Exhibition game:
In five games at SJS last season the Spartans lost approximately New York
001 014 000-6 13 2
000 010 100-2 7 1
$10,000 before an estimated 55,000 fans. In two games on the road Los Angeles
Maas.
Kuck’
(4), Duren (6), Shantz
’University of Washington and Arizona State) SJS played before
(9)
and
Howard;
Koufax, Erskine (6)
58,000. Not once during the entire schedule did the SJS students fill and Roseboro. HRs--Seiburn,
Snider.
the section designated for them in Spartan Stadium. For this you Boston
000 010 000-1 8 I
Detroit
.000 102 00.-3 6 I
want the COP game scheduled for Spartan Stadium.
Delock, Kiely (8) and White; Lary
Nowhere in the United States, among major college football
(3-2) and Berberet. LPDelock (3.1).
schedules, will the students find a schedule more inviting than the
SJS calendar.
Eight games are to be played within a 200-mile radius of the
campus. Five home games, the COP ’contest, one at Stanford and
Fregar.
(Continued from Page 4)
I.XST SEASON SAN JOSE STATE’S two big money winning
game, were played away from home. This season Washington and 14:14.2 and his meet record of
Arizona State will be here at San Jose. At Arizona State the Spartans 14:14.5. Bill Morgan, SJS freshplayed before the largest crowd in the state of Arizona last season, man, also will join the fray.
Errol Williams (6-9%) will go
29000. This asset has been wiped from the ledger this season.
In its place San Jose students may enjoy one of the best foot- against USC’s Charlie Dumas in
ball schedules in the country. And still there are gripes. Let me pose the high jump for the second time
this question to you in closing. Would the student body be willing to this year. The two matched jumps
pay $1 as admission price when the COP game is moved back to San at Mt. Sac with the Olympic
Jose to defray expenses? At Stanford, students must pay an admis- champ taking the event. Williams
sion price to rill f.,othall games along xkith the purehae of an ASH finished second.
In the hurdles, Ancel Robincard.
son, Chuck Cobb and Clarence
Treat will oppose each other.
Freshman Rob GIll of San Jose
has a 14.3 this year and will be
entered In the open event.
Los Angeles State’s consistent
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Joel Wiley is the broad jump
favorite with Cebron RUSS of California, John Kelly of Stanford,
CY 3-8405
P!us
and comebacking Ross Range, 1955
Th, Lest Mile"
Pan-American Games champ, the
Mickey Rooney
top contenders. If Mac Burton
(SJS) is able to make the trip he
could cause the top boys trouble.
Stan Hopkins and Dick Kimmel
will represent the Spartans in the
CY 4-5544
pole vault. Oklahoma State’s Jim
Graham has cleared the 15-foot
IN COLOR
mark and will be against UCLA’s
George Roubanis and USC’s Jim
"AUNTIE MAME"
Brewer as well as Hopkins and
Starring
Kimmel.
ROSALIND RUSSELL

Baseballers Battle Dons, San Diego

San Jose State varsity baseball
squad will close its West Coast
Athletic Conference schedule tonight, with a single game under
the lights in Municipal Stadium,
against the USF Dons. Game time
is 7:30.
Coach Sobczak plans to split the
pitching chores between righthanders Joel Guthrie and Bob
Woods.
sobezak was elated over the
team performance against St.
Mary’s Tuesday. SJS scored a
11ouble victory over the Gaels.
"They have always had the potential," the head coach said,
"and they finally released it
against St. Mary’s."

8041e6all
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"RIO BRAVO"

Both In Color
for 75c
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STUDENT’S PRICE

75c
AUDREY HEPBURN
ANTHONY PERKINS
GREEN MANSIONS
. the forbidden forests
beyond the Amazon’
LEE J. COBB

4
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The Great Submarine Picturel

GLENN FORD
ERNEST BORGNINE

NOW PLAYING AT

THE STUDIO

"THUNDER IN
THE SUN"
SUSAN HAYWARD
JEFF CHANDLER
PLUS --

DIX MICR
ILLW
OEM BC
s ciamoscae
51151111

c’Ir

"FORBIDDEN
ISLAND"
JON HALL

STARTS SUNDAY 7 P.M.
7- 30 is 0
NOW! THE ORIGINAL FOLIES 11ERGERE
BROUGHT TO YOU DIRECT FROM PARIS
A LAVISH MUSICALI"-esnis.

LIEANMAIRE
roofs, 81414

IN TIICI-INiCOLOR
With the World’s Most
GORGEOUS, GLOWING GIRLS
Plus the True Story of The TITANIC . . .

"A NIGHT TO REMEMBER"
(Check your critics ratings on this onej
Students with Cards Only 75c
Coffee Free

AL DEFECTIVE

Tomorrow the Spartans will
host what Sobczak terms "a top
Marine ball club," in the San Diego Marines. Game time is 2 p.m.
The Marines have copped vietories over Stanford, Cal Poly and
USF on their northern swing. The
San Diego roster will undoubtedly
carry the names of many professional and ex-pro athletes.
Sobczak was undecided on his
choice of pitchers for tumorrow’s game but indicated he
would use three or four pitchers
In the game.
For tonight’s ball game no
changes are expected in the starting lineup.
LINE DRIVES: A former Spartan, Bob Columbo, who performed
in the outfield for the 1957 edition,

has been offered a professional
contract with the Washington Senators organization ... top Spartan
hitters in the past few games have
been Emmett Lee, Jim Pusateri,
Ted Coutts and I.: 3ag McChesney.
. . . 1.ee needs four hits to equal a
record set in 1957 for the most
hits in a single season. He has 46
hits . .. the Spartans’ WCAC record is 9-6. They suffered three
defeats to league-leading Santa
Clara, two to College of the Pa cific and one to St. Mary’s . . .
their wins, besides the three over
USF, have been two from COP,
three from St. Mary’s, and one
from Santa Clara . . . the only
defeat Santa Clara suffered this
season was against the Spartans.
H.J.

Former Cal Anti -LA Dodger
Ace Returns Move Nears Court
As Starter

Fresno Relays

S7.95
SI7.88
517.88

The coach was particularly
pleased with the pitching performances of lefthanders Larry VVilhams and Dick Holden. "That was
the best I have seen them throw
this season," said Sobczak. Wilhams pitched five full innings, allowed one hit and struck out 13 of
the 15 batters he faced. Holden
came on in the sixth and promptly
struck out four of the six batters
he faced,
The only hit of the game was
given up by Williams in the third.
SJS has already captured
three wins from the Dons. In
the Dons’ last appearance in
Municipal Stadium, righthander
Bill Leach hurled a four -hitter
as the Spartans scored a 10-4
rout over USF.
-

TED COUTTS
... supplies hitting punch

WAA Swim Squad
Second at Mills
Six San Jose State coeds captured second place at the Mills
College swim play day last weekend and also won individual honors in the events.
The WAA group presented two
synchronized swimming numbers:
Marilyn Anderson and Alice Kunz
in "Taboo," and Nan Greco and
Mary Quigley presented "Happy
Harliquins."
Mary Maloney, Ann Arnett and
Miss Anderson won second place
in the medley relay: Miss Maloney won the 50-yard backstroke.
and Miss Arnett placed second in
diving.
Miss Donna J. Garrett, assistant
professor of nursing, who advises
the group, accompanied the coeds.
The synchronized swimming group
is a regular WAA activity.

FRESNO tUPII A cycle turns
complete tomorrow when genial
Tom Moore picks up the starter’s
,ant for the 33rd annual West
Coast Relays.
Moore zoomed along the Rateliffe Stadium track In 1935 In
the world record equaling time
of 14.2 seconds in the 120-yard
high hurdles. He wore to victory
the blue and gold colors of University of California.
Moore will fire the gun for the
open -intercollegiate races, replacing Paul Starr of Fresno. Starr,
who suffered a heart attack last
year, had planned to officiate but
withdrew from the relays on the
advice of his physician.
Moore is fully qualified as
Starr’s replacement. He spent
nearly two decades in the starting blocks each spring as a competitor and served as a starter a!
scores of meets since hanging up
his spiked shoes in 1950.
He is a director and starter at
the California Relays which will
be staged for the 18th time at
Modesto on May 30 and has served as starter for meets at his
alma mater in Berkeley in recent
, years.
Moore, who celebrated his
13th birthday last month. is
strongly opposed to fast starts.
"If you give the runners a quick
gun, one of them might get a
rolling start," he said. "The rules
say you have to hold them on the
mark at least two seconds, but I
hold them longer usually."
One of the featured races in the
relays will be the 100-yard dash
battle between Bobby Morrow of
Texas and Ray Norton of San Jose
State. They are co-holders of the
world record for the event.
Morrow and Norton, however,
are the least of Moore’s worries as starter.
"The top boys don’t give you
as much trouble as the ones who
are not so good," said Moore. "The
latter are not as experienced in the
blocks and most of the time are
too anxious to get away."

OVERHAUL
SPECIALS

LOS ANGELES (UPI)
An
attempt to prevent the Los Angeles Dodgers from moving into
Chavez Ravine was taken one
step closer to the U.S. Supreme
Court yesterday when attorney
Phill Silver asked the State Supreme Court for a rehearing on
its most recent opinion in the case
The state high court recently
upheld the Dodger-city contract to
alter a deed restriction which requires Chavez Ravine land be used
for only "public purpose,"

Auto Trans.

$35 and up
all makes

Valve Jobs

$15 and up

Special Rates
For Students
with A.S.B. Cords

FRED & JOHN’S
GARAGE
1557 S. 1st St,

CY 5-6559

DANCING
Every Fri. & Sat. Eves.
featuring

"TOP HITS TRIO"

246 WEST SANTA CLARA ST.

GRUVER TIRE CO.
270 W. SAN CARLOS

"3-K’

CY 3-7366

XTRA MILEAGE
$995

RECAPS.

Exch. and Tax

Motor Tune-up
Wheel Alignment
Richfield Gas

Brake Work
Car Polishing
Goodyear Tires

Hurdler Kent Herkenrath’s Lunge
Victory, One of Track’s Greatest
The Cal -San Jose track meet is
a thing of the past but to this
umitaer the final-lunge victory
writer the final -lunge victory of
Kent Herkenrath over California’s
Willie White to give SJS a one
point margin of victory will long
be remembered as one of the real
come-through performances in
track and field.
Chatting with Kent recently
the topic of this pulsating duel
was still fresh in his mind. "I
knew I had to heat Willie over
that first hurdle in order to
whip him," co -captain Herken"I knew ue
rath remarked.
sorely needed that the points In
order to win the meet."
Ilerky is in his second year of
collegiate competition for coach
Bud Winter’s crew, a coach who
Ken! describes as "The greatest
In tho world." Ile was a fourth
place finisher to world-record holder Charley Tidwell in last year’s
NCAA meet in Berkeley.
Herkenrath. 21. is a graduate of
Monrovia High School in the same
town as the school. "I ran the km,
and high hurdles and the 100 and
220 yard dashesi" he said. lierkenrat h’s potential leadership capabilities were firmly established
after his first year at Citrus Junior College In Glendora. He was
co-captain of the championship
ream In 1956 and was the first to
ii ’resent Citrus in the State Junior College meet in Modesto,

Asked about SJS, "I heard what some events." Herkenrath ata good physical education and tributed his fine progress to the
journalism school San Jose State guiding of his coach, Bred Winhad, so I decided to go there," he ter. "When every man on the
quipped. Kent originally intended team improves you have to give
to major in journalism but after tits coach credit."
Last year Kent ran his best 220
one semester changed his empha22.7.cloeking
sis to P.E. "I felt this is where my hurdle race with
against Ancell Robinson who took
the event at the Sangar Invitational. "I plan to give the 400
meter hurdles a whirl," informed
the fleet sprinter. Herkenrath ran
,1 48.4 In the 440 last week and
liked the distance well enough to
try the difficult long hurdle event.
At present Herkenrath, along
with Bobby Staten of USC is the
only man ranked coast -wise in
four events. Kent has a 9.7 100yard dash, a 48.4 440-yard dash, a
23.4 low hurdle mark and is ranked with the teams fine relay mark,
3:15.5.
"I feel we have the team Ms
year to beat the USC Trojans,
and I sure ssish one could play
them." Kent believes that San
Jose State is the best In the
United States this year, "We
KENT HERKENRATH
better team
should even have
lunges to track fame
next year even ulth losing men
like Norton, Hopkins, Bond. and
prime interest was," he said.
Molt and myself.
"1 was really surprised at the
competition I was thrown
Kent is looking toward the feaagainst %%hen I first came here," ture with hopes of becoming a
Herkenrath confessed. "I had coach somewhere along the Peninahvays been first In most mery.. sula. "I would like to coach crossthing I did back I
and non
nountry met I etek," he finished.
1 was onlS. third or fourth In

THE BIG FOUR
Congratulations to our fine 440 relay team for
their exceptional ability to win. They are. Nor.
ton. Brooks, Herkenrath and Poynter.

GOLDEN STATE
COMPANY
Charcoal

Featuring
Broiled Steaks and Prime Ribs
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the
Feminine Touch
By JOYCE FLORES
Women s Editor
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With June, the traditional wedding month,
close at hand, many coeds’ fancies will lightly turn
to thoughts of love and marriage, mainly the latter.
Coeds will take part in bridal parties, either
as bridesmaids or as star attraction. Others will be
interested spectators as their friends take the altar
path.
But I’ll guess that few women stop to think
on the history behind various modern wedding
customs.
The bridal party originated In the aboriginal
days when loyal tribesmen and close friends of the
bridegroom helped hint invade enemy territory to
capture his bride. While he escaped with her, his
friends stayed behind to fight off her relatives.
Hence, we have a best man and ushers.
The women’s section of the modern bridal party can be traced directly to Saxon England. First
maid-of-honor was the oldest woman friend of the
bride who tended her before the wedding. She
dressed the bride, made the bridal wreath and
feast decorations.
The first attendants were just that -persons
who protected the maiden from capture.

Panhellenic Group
Strives for Goal
Of Sorority Unity

.....Cparian

Romance

EUROPE

minimum time-2 firs.

ZINKE’S

r

49 EAST SAN ANTONIO

Dublin to the Iron Curtain; Africa
to Sweden. You’re accompanied
-not herded. College age only.
Also short trips.
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
255 Sequoia ties E--.Ikasadna.

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum,
To Place an Ad:
Cell at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hell
No Phone Orders
FOR RENT
Now accepting rm, for fall sem. 2 bdrin.
ao’s. suitable for 4. $160 mo. Call CV
7.2192 or apply Mgr., apt. no. 1, 571
S. 7th St.

..e
TR2 "S5 Hard too
htr. 32.000 , es, 5.495. C.’
2.6839.
HOUSE FOR SALE-1, owner. Immedi.o.. choice WG loc.. 2 br.
, ....old -proof library. Lovely fenced
.,-den curved street. Terms. CV 4.7671
- EL 6.2985.
Austin-Healy. Immaculate. Must sacri
k.ce. $1600. CL 8-7251.
’SI Fiat 600 Cone. Ericel., 4% financing
$42.62 per mo. $200 down. FR 8-4659
’SS Ford Cone. Immaculate in and out
New wh,te naugahyde top. $1295. CY
3.7891

Accepting res, for summer, June ISSnot IS. 2.bdrrn. apts. $100 per apt.
WORK WANTED
Suitable for 4 persons. CV 7-2192, apt.
Typing in my horn*. Cell after 5 r
No. I. $11 S. 711i.
CV 4-8884. Isabel Bubb, 177 S
SUMMER RATES Furs, studio 1 end 2
WANTED
bdrm. apts. w.w carpet, built in appl.
New bldgs. Make reservations now for
-o female
Two
cools,
onmer rates. We will also reserve flPfs,
Scc camp June i 5
for fall sew. Les Kirby, Mgr. CV 4.9042 for
Cl’
1190
S.
2nd
Sk
4-8338.
27
$70 UP ANN DARLING APTS.-ReHELP WANTED -MALE
sort living in new deluxe garden aloftheated pool. spacious landscaped !Datum. Male college Outlet* and teachers Are
Quiet, convenient location. Furn. and un- you interested in s.mrner work? O.,
form. Call CL 8.0654.
company is planning a large sianmertime
5
%edits and 1-bdrrn. Apt. furnished. water campaign. You most be able to travel
a week within 50 miles of yo .
and oarb. Pd. 2 and 3 students. $80 SD. days
have
home.
Must
car
end
neat
appear
712 5. 10th St. CV 5.5311 or eve. CY
ance. Earn $100 per week during sum.
4 4229:
mer plus scholarships. Call EL Gate
Fern. Studios and 1 bdrm. apts. All e’etc 4.7247, 12 to 4 p.m. daily for invite
-pae
’ion to personal interview with
Nnw. $75 and up. 617 S. 9th.
eirecutsve.
Fern. Studio apts. for s.rnmer $55 $65
LOST AND FOUND
pd. 1 to 4 students. 664 S. 8th
SKr
atm, 5.30 on weekdays.
LOST-461mo watch. Call CV 11790,
Rooms for summer school. One or f.c., Reward $5.
men, with lit. priv. By the week or ren.
MISCELLANEOUS
Ft:as. how,e. Call CV 5-9601 or inq.’re
241 S. 11th.
GIRLS: DISMIS better for less Bryant
Applications for apts. at 452 S. 4.6 now clothes, nearly new, Skirts $1.83: Su..s
being token for summer, at summer $3-85: dresses $ 1 412. Thrift Shoo, 33
W. San Antonio. Daily 10.4, Sat 10-12
rates. CV 4-5085 or AL 2-3420.
FOR SALE
800 cc AJS. Ertel. cord. $350. Call Toro
CV 4.0484.

Anyone wishing to &tend the Fres-Relays by bus May 9. call CV 790’’
for infomkat’Jn end to
Y
passage.

Ric,

e

Spartan Royalty

Representing more than 900
San Jose State coeds is Panhellenic Council, which works to
unite and coordinate activities of
sorority women.
Each of the 12 houses has two
representatives in Panhel, which
meets twice a month. The junior
delegate is new to council; the
senior delegate has served one semester. She trains the junior representative, who will fill her position the following semester.
-This way, our new Council
members do not have to learn by
trial and error," explained Panhellenic president Joan Price.
Equal leadership opportunities
for all houses is secured by the
rotation plan for presidency. Each
I spring the Panhel leader is selected on a seniority basis of her
house, determined by date of establishment on campus.
Offices and chairman also are
filled in order of sorority seniorit;.

Mery ARENCHILD, Phi Delta
Theta’ at USC. to Ellie HILL, sophomore from San Gabriel. . .
Dave ELLIOTT, Sigma Chi presia
dent, to Myrna McANNALLY,
Delta Gamma.. . . Larry LACK,
Another bit of history relates to the aftermath
Alpha Tau Omega, to Stephanie
of marriage-the honeymoon.
GREEN, Kappa Alpha Theta . . .
Since ’way back at the turn of the century,
John SEVISON. Sigma Nu, to
Niagara Falls has been the foremost honeymoon
Penny RIF:BEI.. junior fine arts
major.
spot, that is, until recently.
ENGAGEMENTS
The Niagara Falls, N.Y., Chamber of ComJohn .HENNESSY, sophomore
merce counted only 3500 honeymooning couples out
English major at USF. to Carol
of the 3 million visitors last year.
NAVONE,,Gamma Phi Beta, junReplacing this traditional romantic spot are
ior family life education major
from Oakland. Couple plan a
such sophisticated spots as Las Vegas, Miami, and
summer wedding . . . Les OLHawaii. Newly-weds also show an affinity for
SF:N, Sigma Chi, senior sociology
Canada and Carmel.
major from Wenatchee, Wash., to
Janet HAMBLIN. Alpha Chi Omega, senior business major from
Before the wedding comes the engagement
San Jose. The two plan a summer
ring, traditionally, and before that came ptaited
wedding . . . Lane RICHMOND,
grass and rushes worn about the bride-to-be’s
junior industrial engineering major from Modesto, to Charlotte
wrists or ankles. Later, these were reduced to
PLANK, Alpha Chi Omega, sophfinger size.
omore education major from ManI wonder who painted the first "Just Married"
teca. Couple set February 1960 for
signs?
their wedding . . . George WAGNER, Delta Upsilon, SJS graduate
from Long Beach, to Jan FISHER. Alpha Chi Omega, education
major. Couple plan a June wedAnother "man’s world" invaded clink’s coeds’ names on its enroll - ding.
by the modern woman is police ment sheet.
TYPE CASTING
Hz cinaintiathtLlaadnydbemaantpornffaicleirn: NOTAMPA,
work. The SJS police school inFla. (UPD - Local
’Their
actors were Used to fill minor roles
stincts, their natural curiosity and
during production of a new TV
attention to detail make them inaction series, "Stakeout," in the
WE FIX
valuable in crime prevention and
Florida Everglades. One of the exLois
HigDr.
delinquency,"
says
Spares
tras was Doug Hendry, sheriff of
gins, International Policewomen
while you
1 Collier County. His role? Ilendry
president.
played the part of a homicidal
attend
moonshiner.
class
9 arnS pm

Policewomen Invade Man’s World

women i

New Lambda Chi Alpha Crescent Girl is Sally Ellis, Alpha
Phi. Her attendants are Ann
Dowrick, Chi Omega; and Bey
Hoffdahl, Kappa Alpha Theta.

Sue Schwart z recently was
crowned Pi Kappa Alpha Fireman’s Ball Queen. Runners-up
for the royal title were Irene
Taylor, Kappa Alpha Theta; end
Pat Bruno, Sigma Kappa.

Brothers Mourn;
PiKA Mascot Dog
Killed by Auto
Ile vs :is nothilig but a shaggy
slog named Theodore Craig, hut his
owners, the brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha, mourned his recent death.
The late Craig was of mixed
parentage-German Shepherd and
Australian sheep dog. He was 7
years old at time of death. For
five years he resided at the PiKA
house on Reed St.
"Teddy Bear," as he often was
called, was more like a lion after
recently being shaved to appear as
one of the pledges. Actives found
him, wearing a necktie, tied to
their fire bell.
Last weekend the lion -like Teddy Bear was hit by a cur, putting
a damper on the Fireman’s Ball,
according to one brother. The
mascot was to have been guest of
honor.

’Leathers, Bows
Take New Look

;

Accessories are taking 3 new
twist this season. Leather
is getting fancier. It has been
combined
with furs and fine fabrics,
now comes with embroidery. and
uk,
signer Vincent Danzi perfected
a
technique to put embroidery
right
on the leather, Instead Of
as an
applique.
Ilairbows are now lacquered
to
match hair and dress.
CANTERBURY
AS
Christian Center
92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
Holy C.Irnmur,:on at 7.30 nm
Every Thursday
Office Hours: 9 a.m. kc
Barbara E. Arr,,d

BUNGALOW
FOUNTAIN & BAKERY
Breakfast and Lunch
SPARTAN SPECIAL
95c
Steak & Eggs
Fountain open 7 days a week
630 to 3
Corner of 9T11 & WILLIAMS

Episcopal Church
Servitge at Trinity, 8I N 2nd
8.00 a.m. Holy C..9:25 and 11:00
Morning Prayer
W. 8. Murdock, Rer,
Warren Debenham. As

VOL

SJS Greek Groups List
1Fetes, Moving, Theta Day
Among Current Ventures
Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
Dick Goss, Alpha Chi Omega sorority candidate, recently was selected Jack of Hearts.
Tuesday, the AChiOs joined Alpha Tau Omega brothers for a
barbecue exchange at Alum Rock
Park.
Future plans include the annual
Father-Daughter banquet at the
chapter house May 16. Swimming
and games are planned for the
day.
The next day A Chi Os will head
for Adobe Creek Lodge for a picnic.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Tonight the sisters will dance
to the music of Eric Lindberg’s
Night Lighters at their annual
Spring Cotillion at the Claremont
Hotel in Berkeley.
Mrs. Muriel Richardson, AOPi
alumnae, was a house dinner guest
last Wednesday night.

DELTA SIGMA PHI
An estimated 160 Delta Sigs,
dates and alums will head for Carmel tomorrow for the traditional
Sailors Ball. Three chartered
buses will transport members to
Mission Ranch, scene of the dinner-dance.
During the evening King Neptune’s Bride and two atendants
will be named. Bridal hopefuls
include Janet Rowe, Alpha Phi;
-Janet Rhea, Alpha Chi Omega;
Carol Amable, Alpha Omicron Pi;
Vicki Steiner, Delta Gamma; Joan
Underwood, Kappa Delta; Kay
MacKenzie, Delta Zeta; Ann Carlson, Kappa Alpha Theta; Judy
Daniels, Kappa Kappa Gamma;
BEST GAS PRICES
Judy Jensen, Sigma Kappa; Jean
IN SAN JOSE
Minor, Gamma Phi Beta; Barbara
AT
Hartwig, Phi Mu and Joan PresSECOND & WILLIAM
ton, Chi Omega.
Also to be honored at the ball
the
are the Delta Siy
Athlete of the Year and King
WfO.CTER’S
Neptune.
/VIM/ WORLD
DELTA ZETA
DICTIONARV
A big dream has become reality
for the DZs today, for they are
moving into their newly completed chapter house at 11th and San
Antonio Sts.
The DZs recently had an unusual pledge sneak--- it was a pleasure for the actives. Last Monday
-it dinner they were peacefully
taken to Sandy Brooks’ home
in
’ Palo Alto for a swim and a barWEBSTER’S
becue.
NEW WORLD DICTIONARY
Present philanthropic project is
of the American Language, College Edition I saving stamps. Profits from the
dye extracted from the stamps
more entries (142,000)
will be donated to TB orphans in
more examples of usage
Norwdy.
more idiomatic expressions
more and fuller etymologists GAMMA PHI BETA
Bette Cottingham, transfer fron
more and fuller synonymies
State University of Iowa, has been
most up-to-date
affiliated with the SJS chapter
Available at your college store
I of Gamma Phi Beta.
THE WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Cleveland end New York
Thetas, Thetas and Thetas will

Sahara Oil Co.

81177

-

Collini Sift C110
the finest in quality

Appointment Pictures
fh

selection of proofs
and retouching.
Graduation Pictures Featured
"STUDENT SPECIALS"
41 East San Antonio St.

CV 2-6362

exchange for volleyball this afternoon. Sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta will entertain brothers of Theta
Chi and Theta Xi.
Honored sisters include Judy
Ashbrook, Military Ball Queen attendant; Irene Taylor, PiKA
Queen attendant; and Bev Hoffdahl, Lambda Chi Alpha Crescent
Girl attendant.
KAPPA DELTA
Tomorrow night KDs will have
their first annual White Rose formal. Sisters and dates will dance
at the Village in San Francisco.
First stop will be at the home of
Diane Marquis in San Mateo for
a "coketail" party.
PHI MU
Alums will honor seniors at a
breakfast tomorrow at the home
of Mrs. Carl Benninghoven in
Seniors from the
Hillsborough.
SJS and Lrniversity of California
chapters will be initiated into the
alumnae.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Brothers are planning to attend the annual Sparkers Ball by
the UCLA brothers this weekend.
Other plans in the offing include
the annual Saba party May 16 and
the annual Founders Day barbecue May 17,
THETA CHI
Tomorrow the brothers will attend the fraternity’s regional conference at the University of California chapter house.
Last weekend they joined the
Sigma Chi brothers for their annual joint dance, held this year
at the DeAnza Hotel,
THETA XI
The brothers went "boheme" for
their recent pledge dance, the Left
Bank, a Parisian Affair. Chet Roberts was awarded a trophy for
having the best beard.
Members are looking forward to
their annual Luau, May 23 at the
house.

St. PAUL’S METHODIST
FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH
CHURCH
TENTH and SAN SALVADOR STS.
FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.
9:30 a.m. College Church School Clap
Welcomes you to
MORNING WORSHIP
MORNING WORSHIP
11:00 a.m. -Building the
9:30 a.ITI. -Blest be the Tie"
Christian Horn*"
Reverend Farr, Minister
7:15 p.m. Vesper Service
I I 00 are. -Blest be the TleEdwin M. Sweet, Minister
JOYCE WELEY FARR, DI), Minister
MAURICE B. CHEEK. Assoc. Minister
Carl Metzger, Minister of Visitation

This Week at the

Lambda Delta Sigma, social fraternity of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints Mormon), will have its annual spring
formal, "Pagoda Paradise," tomorrow from 8:30 to 11:30 p.m. at the
church recreation hall, 10th and
San Fernando Sts.
Vice president Debris Whipple
is in charge of the affair.

Russians Map Plans
For Santa Cruz Day
A day at the Santa Cruz beach
’is scheduled Saturday by the Rusian Club.
Last Saturday night the club
traveled to Saratoga for the midnight Easter service of the RUS%ian Orthodox Church.
According to the old style calendar still observed by many Russians in Artierica, last Sunday was
Easter Sunday,
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(Married Students) Pearl of Great Price Class

Sunday, May 10,
9:00 a.m.
, 10:30 a".
6:30 p.m.
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9:00 a.m. Priesthood Meeting
Relief Society
Sunday School (Mother’s Day Program)
Sacrament Meeting

Tuesday, May 12, 7:00 p.m.

M.I.A. "Segregation"?

10+h and San Fernando Streets

CV 7-7600

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
thou
the I
Ad

BETHEL CHURCH

Slit I

day

"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE
FrN
A CHURCH WITH YOUTH

IN

MIND

SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL .....
...... - 9:30 A.M.
WORSHIP SERVICE ...-.--10:45 A.M.
YOUTH MEETING ...--..- .....
6:00 P.M.
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
7:30 P.M.
THOMAS G. SUTTON - Pastor

PFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
TRII-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Serna’ter: P0c50phy and PholThe Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio

PRESENTING the finest in . . :Away
it \ 1 From Home Living’

101 MOTEL

ATLANTA HEARING NEARt4
ATLANTA (UPII-A suit seeking integration at Atlanta’s public
schools wttl be heard June 5 by
Federal Judges Boyd Sloan and
Frank A. Hooper.

A & M Auto Repair
general auto repair
SPECIALITY
Hydramatic
Powerglide
student rates
456 E San Salydor
CV 54241

t:

the

Saturday, May 9, 6:30 p.m. Ball Game (College Ward vs. First Ward]
8:30 p.m. PAGODA PARADISE, Lambda Delta Sigma
Spring Formal (Everyone invited)
Band -The Occidentals

CYpress 4-2873

LDS Group Plans
Spring Formal

lilt
ii

. .

L D S INSTITUTE of RELIGION
Friday, May 8, 1:00 p.m.

:Ilan

101 MOTEL

CO.
They’ll be freely grateful when from
fell them of the fine "away
101
home living" availeble at the
MOTEL 101 MOTEL features.I. Near Is. College.
2. Fine restaurants nearby.
3. 21 modern units with TV
4. Credit cards honored.
S. Ritationeble metes.
101 5.1
1717 S. PIM St (U.S.
CYpress 3-6553
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